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Abstract—Now, more than ever, the efficiency in transportation
of goods is of extreme importance. According to the European
Environment Agency, in average only 70% of the available
truck capacity is used. Inefficient product delivery is not only
a waste of money but it also negatively impacts the environment.
Thus, it is pivotal to develop efficient and cost-effective solutions
for the delivery of goods. This thesis studies a supply chain
management problem where the goal is to minimize the global
cost of the supply chain operation. The presented approach takes
into account due dates and effectively increases the efficiency of
truck capacity. This technique will be an optimization method for
the assignment of weekly orders to trucks not only by their routes,
but also by their delivery day. For this optimization technique it
was used a Local Search Algorithm, a Genetic Algorithm and also
a hybrid approach between these two. It was possible to observe
good results from all of the algorithms when applied to a real
case study and compared with the solution currently deployed,
specially the hybrid of the Genetic Algorithm and Local Search
Algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

With emerging challenges everyday the biggest retail com-
panies need to keep up otherwise they will lose to their direct
competition. In this sense retail companies spend more and
more resources trying to figure out ways to improve their
operations. As discussed in [1], the major challenges are
the growth of e-commerce, customer loyalty, service success
strategies and the behavioral issues in pricing and patronage.
Out of these four topics only behavioral issues in pricing and
patronage is not affected by the supply chain. With the growth
of e-commerce, the delivery dynamics changes and the supply
chain operation has to adjust. E-commerce created a sense of
power to the customer where he decides when and where he
wants to receive products in short periods of time, increasing
the uncertainty. The supplier adjusts to this uncertainty by
having dynamic routes that change during the year based on
the forecasted demand. As it can be seen in the figure below
the demand has significant differences during the year.

The quality of service when it comes to delivering it to
a customer when requested highly influences the customer
loyalty. If a company can deliver the same product with twice
the speed as its competitor this will be a factor taken into
account by the customer when choosing where to buy. How a
customer is served is an important factor in customer loyalty,
and most changes in demand imply challenges in the supply
chain operation. One example of this is a company A that

Figure 1: Normalized typical demand curve during a year in
weeks

offers a service with same day delivery, where a customer
buys an appliance online and receives it in the same day.
The customer will have more loyalty towards them than a
company B that can only deliver a week later. Competitive
delivery times are a driving factor for customer loyalty, but
imply big challenges in the distribution of products and in the
organization of warehouse. It is important to find a balance
between serving the customers well and not compromising
resources in this highly dynamic operation.

The motivation for the solution detailed in this thesis came
from a real world company, Worten, and their need to adapt
to these new challenges. With the growth of e-commerce it is
imperative to have an effective supply chain that grants low
costs in the total operation without compromising customer
satisfaction. Also with the increasing fuel costs and the grow-
ing concern with greenhouse gas emissions at a global level
there is an urge in reducing the number of circulating trucks.

Worten’s business in Portugal and Spain is very distinct
due to geographical differences and different densities in the
number of stores. The bigger size of Spain and the lower
density of stores creates a bigger distance between stores and
the customers. This is why the problem previously referred is
much more challenging in Spain and the reason the focus of
this project will be in this country.

II. SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT IN DISTRIBUTION
OPTIMIZATION

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is defined by the Institute
for Supply Management as the identification, acquisition,
access, positioning, and management of resources and related
capabilities an organization needs or potentially needs in
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the attainment of its strategic objectives [2]. SCM is the
management of goods and services from raw materials to
finished products. SCM is the attempt by suppliers to help
the finished products reach the end customer as cost-effective
as possible.

There are many approaches to improve the effectiveness of
a supply chain. This thesis will be focused on the distribution
part of SCM. It is possible to do it by improving storage of
goods techniques, improving the flow of both warehouse and
product delivery, improving frequency of delivery, etc. There
is a wide number of possible ways that are able to improve
the effectiveness of a supply chain.

Most examples can be divided into two groups, warehouse
and transport optimization. Some of those examples are:
• Warehouse Optimization – Material Flow Optimization,

Layout Optimization, Order Packing Optimization, De-
mand Prediction for Inventory Management, etc.

• Transportation Optimization – Vehicle Routing Problem,
Scheduling Optimization, Bin Packing Problem, etc.

Transportation Optimization

Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) solves a problem related
to the TSP. Its goal is to optimize routes to visit several
locations, but with a major difference from TSP. In this case
there are multiple vehicles. The TSP is a particular case of
the VRP where only one vehicle exists. There are several
variants of the typical VRP which can be modeled by adding
some constraints. Some examples are vehicles with capacities,
locations with time windows, same location visited several
times [3]:
• Capacitated VRP (CVRP) – this is the most studied ver-

sion of VRP. All vehicles have a capacity, i.e., a vehicle
cannot deliver more than the demand of all locations in
its route. In this formulation there is a depot from where
the vehicles start their route and the fleet is homogeneous,
this is all vehicles have the same characteristics [4].

• VRP with Pickup and Delivery (VRPSPD) – in Si-
multaneous Pickup and Delivery, there are two requests
from each location: a delivery from the depot to location
and another delivery making the reverse path, from the
location to the depot. All of this is done in one stop, a
vehicle stops, delivers an order and picks up another [5].

• VRP with Time Windows (VRPTW) – with times
windows means that there is a time window for when
locations can be visited. If not visited in the correspond-
ing time windows there are usually penalties associated
[6].

• Heterogeneous VRP – opposed to the homogeneous fleet
where all vehicles are the same, in this case the vehicles
have different characteristics. Their speed, the routes they
can take, as well as their capacity may differ [7].

To know when to deliver is as important as to know how to
deliver. In Scheduling Optimization the goal is to improve
delivery efficiency by choosing a more convenient date of
delivery for each order. This takes in account not only the

transportation cost of the operation, but also penalty costs
which are computed based on the lateness. In [8] it is used an
Ant Colony Optimization algorithm to assign days of delivery
to orders.

METHODS TO SOLVE A SCM OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM

This section is going to present several methods of optimiza-
tion applied to distribution in supply chain. The goal is to show
that there are different approaches when it comes to optimizing
distribution in supply chain problems. This optimization can be
by using predictive methods to avoid stopped stock or methods
to optimize transportation routes.

Hill Climbing

The Hill Climbing algorithm makes iterative changes in the
solution with the goal of finding better solutions.

In minimization, this algorithm starts from a feasible initial
solution, it finds the nearest solution to the initial solution and
evaluates both of them. After this evaluation is done, both are
compared and, if the new solution has a ”cost” lower than the
initial solution, this new solution is saved as initial solution
and then all of this process is then repeated.

There are several methods of Hill Climbing:
• The Simple Hill Climbing, only checks the nearest, not

checking the entire neighbourhood.
• The Stochastic Hill Climbing, like the method de-

scribed above does not check the entire neighbourhood. It
chooses a random solution in the neighbourhood. After,
with a bias on the factor of improvement it decides if it
is going to choose the new found solution or not.

• The Random-Restart Hill Climbing is the Hill Climbing
method that produces the best results. This final method
is a hill climbing with multiple restarts. In the random-
restart hill climbing, the algorithm restarts several times
with new random solutions each time and let each algo-
rithm finish. It will in the end save the best result out of
all the algorithm runs. With this method it is possible to
find several local minima and get a close approximation
to the global minimum.

Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the Hill Climbing method

1: i = initial solution
2: while f(s) ≥ f(i)s ∈Neighbours do
3: Generates an s ∈ Neighbours (i);
4: if fitness (s) > fitness (i) then
5: Replace s with the i;

Genetic Algorithm

The Genetic Algorithm is a metaheuristic based on the
process of natural selection. This algorithm generates a pop-
ulation of solutions and from these solutions select several to
reproduce and generate offsprings for the following generation.
The solutions that end up reproducing are usually the best
solutions, replicating natural selection, the survival of the
fittest.
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Algorithm 2 Genetic Algorithm pseudocode
1: set parameters
2: initialize population
3: while i < Number of Iterations do
4: Fitness Calculation
5: Selection
6: Crossover
7: Mutation
8: return best solution =0

Initialization: The initialization is a step that is only made
once n the beginning of the algorithm. It is when the popu-
lation is generated, usually it is generated a population with
a size depending on the problem at hand. This population is
generated randomly. With this random solutions and with a
big population the probability of this population be spread as
much as possible in the search space.

Fitness function: In this step the fitness value of each
solution is calculated. The fitness function evaluates each
solution. It is really important to have a fitness function that
represents the situation to optimize as close as possible.

Selection: When in selection, the goal is to select the
solutions that are going to be chosen to to generate new
offsprings.

Crossover: The crossover represents the set of points where
it is selected in the parent chromosomes the information is
going to pass on to the offspring.

In a Single-point Crossover a point is previously defined
or a point is randomly selected from the chromosomes. This
will lead to a swap of genes between both parents from the
crossover point. When there is more than one crossover point
the procedure is the same but with more points, in this case
it is called a k-point crossover or a multi-point crossover.

Figure 2: Single-point Crossover (left) and k-point Crossover
(right)

Also, unlike in most cases that happen in nature where both
parents contribute with roughly the same amount of genes, it
is possible to have a mixing ratio different than 50%. When
it is uniform it is an uniform crossover, when it is not it is
simply a non-uniform crossover.

Figure 3: Uniform Crossover (left) and Non-uniform
Crossover (right)

Mutation: In nature, sometimes mutations happen from
generation to generation. In the GA this phenomena is repli-
cated. Mutations are used to keep genetic diversity in the
population. There is a very small probability associated with
the occurrence of this phenomenon.

Exact Algorithms

These algorithms have this designation because their ap-
proach aims to find the optimal solution of every optimization
problem. So the core definition is that these algorithms al-
ways find the optimal solution. The major problem with this
algorithms is that they take to much of computational time
and so they tend to be only used in smaller problems. With
the advances in the computational power and the amount of
problems where these exact algorithms can be applied it tends
to increase.

In [9] an Exact Algorithm is used to solve a CVRP using
Branch-and-Cut.

Branch-and-cut is an exact algorithm used to solve Integer
Linear Problems (ILP). Branch-and-cut is a Brunch-and-bound
algorithm that uses cutting planes to reduce the number of
possible solutions. Once the algorithm ignores all of these
solutions that were considered unfeasible or sub-optimal, it
saves a lot of time when trying to find the optimal solution. In
Brunch-and-bound the algorithm starts by creating a rooted
tree that represents the state space search. In this tree the
branches are compared with lower and upper bounds that will
help access if a branch is worth pursuing or not.

III. DELIVERY TRUCK ASSIGNMENT

Of the several possible optimization problems that are used
in Supply Chain, the one that showed most promises of having
more room for optimization was the delivery of items. In this
case the transportation costs account for more than 50% of
the total supply chain bill so it important to have this part
optimized.

Before explaining the proposed method, it is important to
see the main issues of the current model and how it is designed
so to better understand what causes the main problems in
efficiency and to understand easier the methods that are going
to be proposed and their main goals.

Current Transportation Model

In the current distribution model of Worten its routes or its
calendar it is not adjusted according to the business needs.
This means that despite the changes on locations’ needs the
distribution plan is more or less the same throughout the year.

There are four main problem associated with the current
model:
• Cost by full truckload – The cost of transportation is by

full truckload. This means that the cost paid for a truck is
independent on the quantity of pallets inside of it, hence
a truck being 50% full or 100% full has the same cost
for the company. In the current transportation model the
load factor is around 75%. So, with this load factor it is
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easy to see that it is possible to save up to 25% of costs
in transportation with an optimized fleet.

• Handling Costs – These are referred to the costs of cargo
preparation when loading a truck for delivery. Just like
in the previous case the cost is the same if the truck is
full with cargo or not.

• Too much reliance on the transportation – The prob-
lem with having such a method of transportation is its
incapability of bending to the unexpected. If for some
reason the if there is no transportation in one day, this
would cause delays in deliveries, and this could be very
harmful on the costumer’s eye.

• Lead Time – The Lead Time accounts for the time since
the order has been made by the costumer to the moment
it reaches its final destination. If the products are mostly
in a main warehouse hundreds of km’s away, this is going
to compromise the level of service.

Problem Approach

Taking into consideration the main problems of the current
transportation model, problem approach tries to solve most
of them. It is important to understand that a simple route
optimization based on the total distance travelled would be a
naive approach once it would not take into account the weight
each location has in the total demand and it also ignores the
due dates of the different locations.

The proposed approach is to check the demand of each store
and the Hub every week. By knowing the demand and the due
dates of the each pallet, it is possible to get the dates when each
pallet should be delivered taking into account the total weekly
demand of the cluster of locations, with the information of
what is delivered when it is possible to build the best routes
for each day.

One of the first assumptions of this model is that is possible
to stock pallets inside the Hub, with this assumption it stops
being mandatory to send trucks everyday to supply the Hub.
Storing pallets at the Hub can be beneficial but it has a cost,
so a trade-off must be achieved. Another assumption says that
not only the pallets for the Hub can be delivered days before
the due dates, but the pallets that have stores as a destination
can also arrive days before, with a storage cost associated also.
The storage cost between the Hub and the stores is going to
be different. It is less expensive to store goods in the stores
than to store in the Hub.

Another important assumption is that all locations inside a
cluster can be visited in one route.

If this assumptions prove to be beneficial they can help to
increase the Load Rate of the trucks thus reducing the number
of trucks needed every week – Cost by Full-Truck Load and
Handling Costs.

Mathematical Formulation

At each week, the logistic system has a list of n pallets
to deliver. A pallet, i, can be delivered in one of the W
days available for delivery and in one of the s vehicles
available for delivery every day. This information is given

by a three-dimensional binary matrix xijk ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈
{1, ...., n},∀j ∈ {1, ...., s},∀k ∈ {1, ....,W}. This matrix
allows to see if a pallet i has been delivered by the vehicle j in
the day k. The day k given by xijk represents the completion
date, which is the date the pallet i is delivered. There is a
list with a size of n1 that represents the due dates of each
pallet. This list of due dates, D, is a list of n pallets where
di ∈ D and di ∈ {1,W}, this list represents the date when
a pallet has to be delivered. This due date list, D, is useful
to check the delivery compliance when compared against the
completion date.

When it comes to assign pallets to days it is used an
Assignment Problem. In the case case of assigning the same
pallets to trucks it is used a Capacitated Vehicle Routing
Problem.

As briefly mentioned in II a CVRP is a typical VRP [3] with
a limited capacity. In the CVRP there is a set of m locations
L = {l0, l1, l2, ..., , lm} and a set connections between these
locations C = {(vi, vj) : i 6= j} this can be represented. One
of the locations in L represents the depot, l0, and C represents
the cost of transportation of a truck in full truckload between
locations. In this formulation there is a binary decision variable
rtpq where the truck t ∈ {1, ..., s} is travels in the arc (i, j).

The Assignment Problem is a classic optimization problem
that attempts to assign agents to tasks. In the following
formulation this assignment problem is constructed with a
CVRP as explained before. The goal is to minimize the
global cost of the supply chain operation, assigning pallets
to completion dates while respecting all constraints.

minimize
s∑

t=1

m∑
p=1

m∑
q=1,q 6=p

cpqrtqp +

W∑
k=1

s∑
j=1

CT +

n∑
i=1

Ci
P

(1)

subject to
s∑

j=1

W∑
k=1

xijk = 1 ∀i ∈ {1, ..., n} (2)

n∑
i=1

s∑
k=1

xijk ≤ sQ ∀j ∈ {1, ..., s} (3)

n∑
i=1

xijk ≤ Q ∀j ∈ {1, ..., s},∀k ∈ {1, ...,W}

(4)
s∑

t=1

m∑
p=1,i6=q

rtpq = 1 ∀j ∈ {1, ...,m} (5)

m∑
j=1

rt0q = 1 ∀t ∈ {1, ..., s} (6)

m∑
p=1,p6=q

rtpq =

m∑
p=1

rtqp∀j ∈ {1, ...,m},

∀t ∈ {1, ..., s}
(7)

The objective function presented above, Equation ??, rep-
resents the typical CVRP formulation, its goal is to minimize
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the total travel cost of all vehicles. This proposed solution
daily evaluates the pallets to deliver defined in ?? and solves
a CVRP each day.. The constraint presented in Equation 4
assures that the total demand of each route does not exceed the
capacity of each truck. In Equation 5 the constraint that each
location is visited once and once only is guaranteed. Equation
6 ensures that a truck can leave the depot once. The equation
represented by 7 defines that the number of trucks entering in
each location, depot included, is equal to the number of trucks
leaving the depot.

The transportation costs are seen in two ways, the cost of
vehicle preparation, also called cost of service, CSV , and a
cost per vehicle, CV . The CV represents an average cost of
using a vehicle. Both values are constants for every vehicle.

CT = CSV + CV (8)

According to Pinedo[10], the lateness of a job is given by
Li = oi−di. It is assumed that it is possible to deliver orders
with days to spare, Li < 0, on the due date, Li = 0, and to
deliver orders after the due date Li > 0. For Home Delivery
of Large Formats (HDLF), when Lj0, there is a penalty cost,
Ci

P , associated with them. In the case of Li < 0, there is a
Cost of Storage, Cs. This is the cost associated with the order
being stopped in an advanced warehouse in the Supply Chain.
In the case of Li > 0, there is a Cost of Lead Time, CLT .
This is the cost associated with the order not being delivered
on time.

CPi =

 |Li|Cs, Li < 0
|Li|CLT , Li > 0

0, Li = 0
(9)

IV. PROPOSED METHOD

As it can be seen in the previous sections, there are several
possible algorithms that could be applied in the III. In this
case it is proposed to use a Genetic Algorithm (GA) and/or
a Local Search Algorithm (LSA) to solve the problem. The
reason for this choice is because in most SCM optimization
problems both GA and LSA are the most used algorithms.
Besides the fact of being algorithms broadly chosen, as it is
referred in II, they are algotihms that usually get to high-
quality results. Another reason was the ease of implementation
f both algorithms and their speed getting good results

INITIAL SOLUTION

The first step in order to find the solution that better fits the
problem at hand is building an initial solution from which the
algorithm is going to be computed. In both Genetic and Local
Search algorithms an initial solution is randomly created. It
is possible to use random generated solutions because in this
problem all possible combinations are considered as valid. For
every solution it is presented a vector with n elements where
each element represents a pallet to be delivered, the number
of each element represents when a pallet is to be delivered.

In the GA, the randomly generated solutions will allow to
have more diversity within the initial population, increasing
the probability of finding better solutions. In the Local Search
Algorithm this randomly generated solutions allow for dif-
ferent starting conditions while performing an Iterated Local
Search Algorithm.

EVALUATION

There are two different methodologies in the Evaluation
Function (EF), both of these evaluation functions are going to
be used in the three algorithms proposed. In one EF method the
transportation cost is going to be evaluated with a high level
of precision while the other method will use an estimate. The
advantage of the later is its computing speed. In both methods
the EF starts by saving the pallets that are going to be delivered
each day. With that information it is also possible to get the
locations that are going to be visited in each day and also the
total amount of pallets to deliver everyday. Below can be seen
an example where a solution is evaluated. The solution used
in this example is the following:

[
2 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 1
1 1 5 5 5 4 5 4 2 4

]

Figure 4: Example of the evaluation process

In the example above it is possible to see the evaluation
process starting by sorting the pallets to the days of delivery
(the first element of the example’s solution has a value of 2,
therefore the pallet number 1 is delivered on day 2). One of
the information given as input is which pallets are delivered
in each location. With the information of which pallets are
delivered it is possible to know the locations to visit in each
day. By knowing, per day, the locations to visit and the number
of pallets per location it is possible to use that information as
input for the CVRP and compute the optimal routes per day.

Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem

The Capacitated Vehicle Routing Problem (CVRP) in this
case is implemented using CPLEX. CPLEX is an optimization
software that allows a simple integration of Mixed Integer
Linear Programming (MILP) problems in Python.

The CVRP as described in ?? will use the route distances
is using the euclidean distance between the locations instead
of using the real road distance due to the computational time.

In-Evaluation: When the EF has an In-Evaluation method
this means that an exact algorithm for the CVRP is done
everytime the EF is called. This allows the EF to be more
precise when calculating the cost of each solution. The main
problem with this approach is the time factor. Because a CVRP
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is solved for every solution the increase in computing time may
not justify the improvement on the quality of the solution.

In this method the quantities to be delivered per location
per day are given to the CVRP so it is possible to know the
best possible routes for the given demand.

Out-Evaluation: The other approach, called Out-Evaluation,
as the name suggests performs the exact algorithm outside
the EF. In this case the algorithm only uses an estimate as
transportation costs. This method aims to be much faster than
the In-Evaluation method, but it is not as sensitive during the
process of finding solutions.

In this method the only the quantities to be delivered per
location per day of the last solution, the optimal solution, are
given to the CVRP. So, only after the optimization of days
assignment is done the routes are known.

Figure 5: In-Evalutation (left) vs Out-Evaluation (right)

GENETIC ALGORITHM

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is an optimization algorithm used
to solve combinatorial problems with a big solution space. This
algorithm is used due to getting fast and good solutions. How
this algorithm works is already explained with more detail in
II.

Gene

The used chromosome is a vector with a size corresponding
to the number of deliveries. In this chromosome, each gene
represents a pallet and the value of each gene is the day each
pallet is delivered.

Figure 6: Chromosome

Figure 7: Applied example for the chromosome for 6 pallets

In the example above the pallet number one is to be
delivered on day 2, pallet number two is to be delivered on

day 1, pallet number three is to be delivered on day 5, pallet
number four is to be delivered on day 3, pallet number five is to
be delivered on day 2 and pallet number six is to be delivered
on day 5. This gene allows for a simple understanding of the
solution, an easy generation of new possible solutions and it
also allows for easy crossover and mutation operations.

Crossover

The crossover is the used method for generating new solu-
tions from a previous population. It is a natural selection-based
process that takes the genes from other solutions (parents) and
generates new ones (offsprings).

Usually, when choosing the parents, the genes that are going
to give the chromosomes to generate new solutions, the fitness
of the gene is considered. The genes with the best fitness have
higher probability to be chosen to generate new solutions. In
this case it is going to be attempted a different approach and
instead of looking at the fitness of the individual solutions,
the goal is to look at the difference between the solutions
in comparison with the remaining solutions of the population.
This will allow for an higher diversity of solutions, for a better
search and it will also be less likely to have a the algorithm
stuck in local minima.

In this case it is going to be applied an uniform multi-point
crossover. This means that the same amount of information
is used from different chromosomes when creating a new
chromosome.

This crossover is made by combining pairs of solutions and
performing a multi-point crossover between each other. The
pairing of solutions is done randomly from the most diverse
solutions.

Mutation

The mutation process used in this GA is similar to the one
previously described. The mutation is possible for every gene,
this selection is done at random and the probability for each
gene to be mutated is also pre-defined.

Selection

The process described in this subsection is the responsible
for the selection of chromosomes that go from one generation
to the other. There are several methods to perform this op-
eration as it can be seen in previous sections. In this case it
several methods are combined.

To select half of the population that progresses to the
next generation it is used a proportionate selection, most
commonly known as roulette wheel selection. In this case,
from the pool of solutions generated by the parents of the
previous generation, the solutions with the better fitness have
a higher chance of being chosen to the next generation. To
get the other missing half of the next generation’s population,
the corresponding number of new solutions are created. This
allows for new information to come into the pool of solutions
and increase diversity. There is also elitism, because the best
solution of each generation is always going to the next.
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Algorithm 3 Genetic Algorithm for Delivery Truck Assign-
ment for SCM

1: Generates an initial population of feasible solutions
2: for Number of Iterations do
3: Evaluates the Fitness of each solution
4: Saves the best solution to go to the next generation

(Elitism)
5: Selects the top most diverse solutions to reproduce

(Parents)
6: The Parents randomly reproduce generating new solu-

tions (Offsprings)
7: Half of the next generation is selected from the pool

of offsprings
8: Half of the next generation minus one is randomly

generated
9: return Optimized Solution

Pseudo-Code Genetic Algorithm
LOCAL SEARCH ALGORITHM

The Local Search (LS) is an algorithm that improves the
current solution by exploring its neighboring space. It is a
very simple algorithm to explain and to implement. In this
implementation it is going to be used the Hill Climbing (HC)
algorithm.

The HC agorithm is an algorithm that continuously tries
to improve the fitness value of the solution. In this case it
works in a minimization problem, where it is attempted to find
the minimum of the cost function, so the HC algorithm finds
solutions that decrease the fitness value of each solution until
it reaches a point where there is no neighboring solution with
a lower fitness value, this point is also called local minima.
When the HC algorithm reaches local minima it stops iterating.

As there is no way of knowing if the local minima cor-
responds to the global minima, in this approach it is done
an Iterated Local Search. An Iterated Local Search runs the
algorithm several times in an attempt of finding different
solutions of local minima, therefore increasing the chances
of finding the optimal solution of the problem.

Algorithm 4 Local Search Algorithm for Delivery Truck
Assignment for SCM

1: An unique solution is generated
2: while Solution does not reach a local minima do
3: The day of delivery is changed
4: if chromosome is selected then
5: Selects a random gene
6: Randomly changes the value of the gene to another

feasible value
7: return Genetically modified chromosome

EXACT ALGORITHM

The Branch-and-Cut Algorithm always gives the optimal
result and with its cutting planes helps to tighten the state
space of solutions hence reducing the total computing time.

In this case the Branch-and-Cut Algorithm will only be
used to compute the best transportation cost in each scenario
previously defined, solving a CVRP. This is, it will receive as
input the locations to deliver pallets and how many to deliver
per day, then it will compute an optimal route for each day.
The reasoning behind using this algorithm in this CVRP is the
reduced number of possible locations and number of pallets.

HYBRID ALGORITHM

In this implementation of an Hybrid Algorithm it is at-
tempted to merge the best the genetic algorithm has with
the best of the local search algorithm. As the weights of the
deciding factors have high differences it is easier to have the
GA stopped in a Local Minima. It is then assumed that in
the first iterations the GA will have advantages over the LSA,
since it evolves faster in the beginning. When the benefits of
the GA stop, when it starts reaching local minima, the LSA
is better once it searches in the neighborhood of its solution.

With this in mind, the Hybrid Algorithm proposed in this
thesis will use the GA as a first solution generator for the
LSA. This solution allows to have the best of each algorithm,
in the GA, the fast initialization, and with the LSA the ability
to find new solutions in the neighbourhood.

Algorithm 5 Hybrid Algorithm for Delivery Truck Assign-
ment for SCM

1: Generates an initial population of feasible solutions
2: for Number of Iterations do
3: Evaluates the Fitness of each solution
4: Saves the best solution to go to the next generation

(Elitism)
5: Selects the top most diverse solutions to reproduce

(Parents)
6: The Parents randomly reproduce generating new solu-

tions (Offsprings)
7: Half of the next generation is selected from the pool

of offsprings
8: Half of the next generation minus one is randomly

generated
1: return Optimized Solution
2: while Optimized Solution does not reach a local minima

do
3: The day of delivery is changed
4: if chromosome is selected then
5: Selects a random gene
6: Randomly changes the value of the gene to another

feasible value
7: return Genetically modified chromosome

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to test the algorithms in different conditions it
is important to verify the algorithm in different conditions
because the demands are highly influenced by seasonality, and
it is necessary to ensure that the algorithm works for the entire
year. These solutions are inspired by typical business weeks of
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Worten’s year, and closely represent the demand volume and
the amount of locations to visit per region. This representation
used historical data to forecast the demand value in the region
of Valencia in Spain. To test the strength of the algorithm,
besides the realistic values on this particular case study, the
algorithm is going to be also tested in critical conditions. This
strength test is going to act on the demand and on the number
of locations to visit. It is going to be tested a case with much
less demand than what is expected, and the opposite, much
more demand than expected. The number of locations is also
going to suffer the same test.

DATA ANALYSIS

In here it is going to be analysed some data in order to
build the baseline problems to be solved. The goal of using
several benchmarks is to evaluate different characteristics on
the algorithms. This characteristics are the ability of handling
different volumes of pallets every week or the need to deliver
to different number of locations. There were 9 solutions build
for this purpose. A solution with a low, another with the usual
and finally one with a high weekly demand. For each of these
solutions it was tested a low, an usual and a high number of
locations to visit per week. The algorithms will be evaluated
based on their best solution and on the time needed to reach
the local minima.

To build this baseline problems some rules were used.
This rules were based on the company’s historical data. It
was possible to see that most home deliveries are due to
Tuesday and Wednesday, very few are due to Monday, and the
remainders are due to Thursday and Friday. Also it is possible
to see that currently around 30% of the deliveries are Home
Delivery.

• There are 6 days of delivery (Monday, Tuesday, Wednes-
day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday)

• 30% of the weekly demand is for Home Delivery
• 33% of the Home Delivery is due Tuesday
• 33% of the Home Delivery is due Wednesday
• 17% of the Home Delivery is due Tuesday
• 17% of the Home Delivery is due Wednesday

There is also going to be build some baseline problems with
a wider solution space. The increasing size of the solution
space will be obtained in a scenario where most deliveries
have due dates for the end of the week while some maintain
the need to be delivered in the beginning of the week. Such
scenarios are possible in targeted promotion campaigns for the
weekends and in Black Friday. In this circumstances the stores
would need their regular supply plus the added supply for the
end of the week. The increase in the solution space size would
happen once there would be more pallets to deliver in the
end of the week and this would result in a greater number of
possible days to deliver. For instance, since it is not considered
delay, a pallet that needs to be delivered until Friday, can be
delivered Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday,
whilst a pallet to be deliver on a Monday only has that one
option. Hence, with a proportionally higher number of pallets

to be delivered in the end of the week, there is a higher number
of possible solutions.

In the following sections it will be shown the results of a
particular case where the space of solutions is much larger.
This case will represent a harder problem to solve where the
amount of possible solutions is increased. This scenario will
represent cases when it is expected much more sales on the
end of the week (Fridays and weekends). In this scenario the
distribution is the same as above, but the stores supply is due
to later in the week.

PARAMETER CONFIGURATION

For the Genetic Algorithm and the Hybrid Algorithm it is
necessary to do a parameter configuration. In this process,
several parameters are chosen based on the influence they have
on the algorithm’s performance. The parameters that will be
studied are the number of chromosomes in the population
and the relationship between the number of chromosomes and
the number of offsprings. It is also going to be seen the
optimal number of generations needed and also the number
of crossover points.

Population size and number of offsprings

The first parameter to be chosen will be the population size
and the number of offsprings that will come from the popula-
tion. This parameters will be selected together because they are
dependent upon each other, this is, the number of offsprings
generated is connected with the size of the population once it
comes from it. It is going to be presented bellow a table with
the mean results of several each corresponding combination
of parameters. It is known that as the population size and the
number of offsprings increase the computing time will also
be higher due to the increased number of chromosomes to
evaluate. This factor will also be important on evaluating the
best parameters once if the difference between two options is
not significative then the one with the lower running time will
be chosen. The offspring-population ratio tested range will be
from 0.5 to 2 and the population size will be from 50 to 500.

Offsprings/Population
Population 0.5 1 1.5 2

50 7593 7596 7596 7647
100 7599 7656 7563 7551
250 7542 7581 7575 7545
500 7554 7551 7503 7569

Table I: Offspring and Population number selection

In the previous table the best solution is given by the
(500,1.5) combination, hence this were the parameters chosen.
This means that for the GA and he Hybrid Algorithm the
population size will be of 500 chromosomes and the number
of offsprings generated will be 1.5 times that, 750 offsprings.

Number of crossover points

To select the number of crossover points several values are
tested. To choose the best value for the number of crossover
points the selection will be based on the best generated results.
It is going to be tested for a range of values from 1 to 40.
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Crossover Points 1 2 5 10 20 40
7578 7545 7554 7536 7575 7566

Table II: Number of crossover points selection

As it can be seen it the table above the number of crossover
points that resulted in the best solution was 10 crossover
points, so it is the value used from now on.

Number of generations

In this parameter it is going to be selected a different value
to the GA and to the Hybrid once it has different proposes in
both cases. In the first the goal is to reach the best solution
possible while in the other the goal is to advance the result
the most for the LSA.

To select the number of generations in the GA the algorithm
is run several times with a high number of generations to
to see where the GA gets in a local minima. In the Hybrid
algorithm the principle will be to check a number of iterations
that improves he first solution for the LSA, hence, the same
analysis will be used.

The algorithm was tested several times with 1000 genera-
tions, in an attempt to see the values where it stopped having
a significant increase in its fitness result. In the results, after
the 100th iteration the result stopped improving significantly.
With that in mind the number of generations in the GA was
defined as 100.

RESULTS

In the following sections the results of each of the proposed
algorithms will be analysed and in the end compared against
each other. The first algorithm will be the LSA, then the GA
and finally the Hybrid approach designed to minimize the
issues of each of the previous two and improve performance.
In this sense all of the algorithms will be tested under the
same conditions.

Local Search Algorithm

Figure 8: Local Search Algorithm In-Evaluation

As expected, the approach where it is used the routing inside
of the evaluation function it takes about eighty times more time
to get the final results, but it gets much better results.

Genetic Algorithm

By observing the results of both of the GA it is possible to
say that the parameters chosen in the previous section were
not ideal. The first iteration gives good results, but for the
GA to keep improving more and more it would need a bigger
population. The problem with having a bigger population is
the computing time. That is why, in the following section it is
attempted to use the GA in the first iterations (using a bigger
population) and use the final result as the first solution for the
LSA.

Hybrid Algorithm

In the first attempt of building a Hybrid Algorithm the
number of generations used was 5, and despite the low number
of generations it is possible to see that each generation took
about 100 seconds each, taken almost 50% of the overall
computing time. In this sense it was attempted a second
approach with only 2 generations to see if it would improve
the overall result against the solo LSA.

Figure 9: Hybrid Algorithm In-Evaluation

With this results it is possible to say that the computing
time was significantly reduced compared with both LSA and
the first approach of the Hybrid Algorithm. The final results
were more or less the same between all of these algorithms.

DISCUSSION

Final Results

In-Evaluation: :

GA LSA HA Real Results
Cost(e) 7870 6418 6433
Time(s) 4616 920 529

Table III: Results In-Evaluation

Out-Evaluation: :

GA LSA HA Real Results
Cost(e) 8698 7428 7428 ?
Time(s) 63 10 9

Table IV: Results Out-Evaluation
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In-Evaluation vs Out-Evaluation

By comparing the results of both algorithms it is possible
to see the main differences between each other. When the
In-Evaluation is performed the algorithm takes much longer
to evaluate each solution and this results in a much bigger
duration of the algorithm, in spite of that it clearly produces
better results due to the fact that when it is making the
decisions it worries about the exact paths the trucks need to
take in order to make the deliveries. In the Out-Evaluation it is
much faster since it only calculates roots for the best solution
in therms of storage time and does not take into account the
need of joining pallets that go for the same locations in the
same days of delivery or in the same trucks.

LSA vs GA vs Hybrid

In these algorithms it is possible to see that the better
approach was the Hybrid Agorithm. The reason for it is the
fact that it minimizes the limitations of both the GA and the
LSA. In the LSA algorithm the first solution is randomly
generated, so there is no criteria when it starts. With this
randomly generated solution the algorithm takes longer to
reach an acceptable value for the cost function. While in the
GA the algorithm is fast to reach a good improvement in the
first generation but it stops in local minima very easily. Hence,
by using the GA to start and as a way to compute the LSA
first solution, it increases the performance of both.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this master thesis a method to allocate orders both in time
(days of the week) and trucks (the routes). This method was
constructed in a way that solved a real problem of the company
Worten but that can be applied to any retail company that
has several deliveries to do per week and several destinations.
This method has the ability to improve the results currently
achieved by the company if applied once it adjusts the major
supply chain decisions based on the demands given. One of
the main focus when building a solution was the computing
time, and it was successful in this regard once it allows for
when sudden changes in planning happen to use the algorithm
to build new solutions in time.

In the results it was possible to see that the LSA gave better
solutions than the GA with less computing time and the Hybrid
approach marginally improved the solutions and shortened the
computing time.

The reason the GA was so ineffective was due to its need
to compute the cost of too many solutions. This increased
its computing time too much and it was not possible to use
a better GA due to this restriction. This is one the reasons
the Hybrid Algorithm worked better because it used slightly
different parameters that improved its performance (bigger
population) and then the LSA where it focused on one solution
at a time.

Overall the approach in this thesis is able to solve delivery in
supply chain problems in another dimension that was covered
just by typical VRPs.
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